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- MTech Mid-I Autonomous regular exams scheduled from 06.02.2017 to 17.02.2017
- Ratification for CSE Faculty held on 06.02.2017
- Collection of Articles for CSE Department Technical Magazines started from 09.02.2017
- Geethanjali College of Engineering & Technology became Institutional Member of Oracle Academy from 06-01-2017. In this regard, CSE Department is planning to conduct training cum assessment sessions on Java Fundamentals and Java Programming in Java module in GCET.
- On Campus Placement Drive by CntrlIS conducted on 13.02.2017 for the position of “Software Trainee”.
- On Campus Placement Drive by CMS IT Services Ltd conducted on 21.02.2017 for the position of “Technical Associate Engineer”.
- On Campus Placement Drive by CYIENT conducted on 16.02.2017 for the position of “Software Trainee”.
- I BTech Autonomous II Semester I Mid Exams scheduled from 20.02.2017 to 22.02.2017
- Online Feedback for CSE for the academic year 2016-17 has been collected by IQAC members with the lab support extended by Mr.K.Naresh Babu.
- CSE Department conducted Coding Competition in C Programming & Java Programming on 18.02.2017
- BTech II, II, & IV year CSE Internal Lab mid-I examinations conducted from 06.02.2017 in their regular lab sessions.
• Research article got published in scopus indexed journal JATIT by Dr.DSR Murthy, Professor, CSE Department on 15th February 2017 with the title “A HYBRID PARALLEL HASH MODEL BASED ON MULTI-CHAOTIC MAPS FOR MOBILE DATA SECURITY”.

• Dr.DSR Murthy, Professor, CSE Department acting as Editorial Board Member & Reviewer in *International Journal of Emerging Engineering and Embedded Systems (IJEEES)*.

• Prof.CH.Ramesh Babu,CSE Department published a Paper in International Journal On “Accuracy Assessment of Supervised & Unsupervised Image Classification of Fused Satellite Images” ISSN NO. 0976-5697 with impact factor 2.315 in International Journal of Advanced Research in Computer Science (IJARC).

• Ch.Latha, M.RajaKumari, Assistant Professors, CSE Department published a Paper in International Journal on “Summarising Dense and Sparse Datasets by using Gamma Matrix for Big Data Analysing Matrix” in ICJSM.